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Plan for today

• Finishing off on technology and language
– Technology, cumulative culture, and language

• Evolution of vocal apparatus for speech: quick summary of Fitch 
chapter 8
– Descended larynx, thoracic vertebral canal, air sacs

• Evolution of neural apparatus for speech: quick summary of Fitch 
chapter 9
– Complex vocal imitation

• Comparative psychology of grammar learning
– Are humans special in our grammar learning abilities?



Is imitation enough to preserve stone tool technology?

From 2.5 million years ago, early hominins were skilled stone
knappers, capable of producing more than 70 sharp flakes
from a single cobble core by striking it with a hammerstone

(termed the Oldowan technocomplex1–3; Fig. 1a, Supplementary
Note 1 and Supplementary Figure 4). Existing remains show
systematic flake detachment, maintenance of flaking angles and
repair of damaged cores4. This complexity, along with present-
day tool-making experiments5, implies that Oldowan technology
was learned and required considerable practice1,6. Furthermore,
the technology’s continual existence and wide geographic spread,
along with hints of regional traditions3,7, indicate that it was
socially transmitted, although the underlying psychological
mechanisms remain poorly understood8.

Whether Oldowan stone tool making has implications for the
evolution of human language and teaching (defined as active
information donation9) is debated10,11. Positions range from the
view that Oldowan tool making indicates a major development
in hominin cognition8, such as teaching or language12, to the
hypothesis that chimpanzee-like emulation or imitation
(reproducing the object manipulations or motor patterns of
others, respectively) is sufficient to transmit knapping
technology13. Accordingly, accounts of the evolution of
language range from a gradual emergence beginning 2 mya
(refs 14,15) to a relatively sudden appearance 50–100 kya
(ref. 16). However, a difficulty with positing complex
Oldowan communication is the apparent stasis in Oldowan
technology for more than 700,000 years until Acheulean tools
appear B1.7 mya (refs 17,18). The absence of clear cultural
change during this window seems inconsistent with the presence
of language, and remains an outstanding mystery more
generally19.

Across disciplines, researchers are increasingly turning to
gene-culture co-evolutionary accounts to explain the evolution
of human cognitive abilities, including teaching and

language10,13,20–31. Central to such hypotheses is the idea that
cultural traits can both shape and be shaped by genetic evolution,
and a number of examples of gene-culture co-evolution are
now known from human evolution26–30. Hominin stone tool
manufacture is a particularly interesting candidate case as the
appearance of such technology 2.5 mya—at the dawn of Homo—
and its continued deployment for millions of years, means it
could have played a protracted role in human evolution.
Furthermore, due to the challenging ecological niche that early
hominins occupied20,32 and the difficulty of acquiring tool-
making skills6, fitness benefits were likely associated with the
ability to make and deploy effective cutting tools32 as well as the
ability to rapidly transmit the skills33, and so a co-evolutionary
relationship between tool making and cognition, specifically
teaching and language, would seem plausible. Accordingly,
Oldowan stone tool production could have generated selection
for more complex forms of social transmission that enhanced the
fidelity of information transmission. This could have resulted in a
form of social transmission sufficient to transmit Acheulean
technology reliably, and which would then generate selection for
further increases in the complexity of social transmission, and so
on. If this hypothesis is correct, changes in hominin cognition,
including those underlying the appearance of Acheulean
technology, could have depended upon selection generated by a
reliance on Oldowan technology. In support of this hypothesis,
archaeological remains show that changes to hominin
morphology, including increased overall brain size, follow the
advent of Oldowan tool making3. Other recent work has linked
the cultural evolution of technologies to the capacity for high-
fidelity social transmission9,33–35. However, hitherto such studies
have either been theoretical or limited to somewhat artificial and
abstract tasks. Accordingly, whether hominin lithic technology
and social transmission genuinely represents a case of gene-
culture co-evolution is currently unclear.
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Figure 1 | Experimental design and structure. (a) A diagram of the stone knapping process. The hammerstone strikes the core with the goal of producing
a flake. The platform edge and angle are important to the success of knapping. (b–f) The five learning conditions. (g) The structure of the experiment.
For each condition, six chains were carried out (four short and two long); one of two trained experimenters started each chain (equally within each
condition).
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How do you think 
it’s going to turn 
out?

A: Language will beat all these other mechanisms.
B: More sophisticated teaching is better, but in a smooth, 
gradual way.
C: Any kind of teaching is better than none, language isn’t 
special.
D: I don’t care too much what the results are here, this 
experiment isn’t capturing what I think is important. 

From 2.5 million years ago, early hominins were skilled stone
knappers, capable of producing more than 70 sharp flakes
from a single cobble core by striking it with a hammerstone

(termed the Oldowan technocomplex1–3; Fig. 1a, Supplementary
Note 1 and Supplementary Figure 4). Existing remains show
systematic flake detachment, maintenance of flaking angles and
repair of damaged cores4. This complexity, along with present-
day tool-making experiments5, implies that Oldowan technology
was learned and required considerable practice1,6. Furthermore,
the technology’s continual existence and wide geographic spread,
along with hints of regional traditions3,7, indicate that it was
socially transmitted, although the underlying psychological
mechanisms remain poorly understood8.

Whether Oldowan stone tool making has implications for the
evolution of human language and teaching (defined as active
information donation9) is debated10,11. Positions range from the
view that Oldowan tool making indicates a major development
in hominin cognition8, such as teaching or language12, to the
hypothesis that chimpanzee-like emulation or imitation
(reproducing the object manipulations or motor patterns of
others, respectively) is sufficient to transmit knapping
technology13. Accordingly, accounts of the evolution of
language range from a gradual emergence beginning 2 mya
(refs 14,15) to a relatively sudden appearance 50–100 kya
(ref. 16). However, a difficulty with positing complex
Oldowan communication is the apparent stasis in Oldowan
technology for more than 700,000 years until Acheulean tools
appear B1.7 mya (refs 17,18). The absence of clear cultural
change during this window seems inconsistent with the presence
of language, and remains an outstanding mystery more
generally19.

Across disciplines, researchers are increasingly turning to
gene-culture co-evolutionary accounts to explain the evolution
of human cognitive abilities, including teaching and

language10,13,20–31. Central to such hypotheses is the idea that
cultural traits can both shape and be shaped by genetic evolution,
and a number of examples of gene-culture co-evolution are
now known from human evolution26–30. Hominin stone tool
manufacture is a particularly interesting candidate case as the
appearance of such technology 2.5 mya—at the dawn of Homo—
and its continued deployment for millions of years, means it
could have played a protracted role in human evolution.
Furthermore, due to the challenging ecological niche that early
hominins occupied20,32 and the difficulty of acquiring tool-
making skills6, fitness benefits were likely associated with the
ability to make and deploy effective cutting tools32 as well as the
ability to rapidly transmit the skills33, and so a co-evolutionary
relationship between tool making and cognition, specifically
teaching and language, would seem plausible. Accordingly,
Oldowan stone tool production could have generated selection
for more complex forms of social transmission that enhanced the
fidelity of information transmission. This could have resulted in a
form of social transmission sufficient to transmit Acheulean
technology reliably, and which would then generate selection for
further increases in the complexity of social transmission, and so
on. If this hypothesis is correct, changes in hominin cognition,
including those underlying the appearance of Acheulean
technology, could have depended upon selection generated by a
reliance on Oldowan technology. In support of this hypothesis,
archaeological remains show that changes to hominin
morphology, including increased overall brain size, follow the
advent of Oldowan tool making3. Other recent work has linked
the cultural evolution of technologies to the capacity for high-
fidelity social transmission9,33–35. However, hitherto such studies
have either been theoretical or limited to somewhat artificial and
abstract tasks. Accordingly, whether hominin lithic technology
and social transmission genuinely represents a case of gene-
culture co-evolution is currently unclear.
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Does language-based teaching make you better at 
the task?

Morgan, T. J. H., et al., (2015). Experimental evidence for the co-evolution of hominin tool-making teaching and language. Nature Communications, 6, 6029.



Is imitation enough to 
preserve stone tool 
technology?

Morgan, T. J. H., et al., (2015). Experimental evidence for the co-evolution of hominin tool-making teaching and language. Nature Communications, 6, 6029.



Although: no benefit 
for teaching in a paper 

plane task

instead called from the waiting area roughly 1 min before their

building time began, to read their instructions. Participants
were informed that they were not permitted to watch other

members of the test group building their planes, and they

were screened from other participants who were simultaneously
engaged in building (see diagrams in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Flight distances of the paper airplanes produced by participants in Positions 1 through 10 of the chains. Results for all seven conditions are
presented together in (a). The other panels present results separately for (b) the actions-only condition; (c) the actions and results condition; (d) the
actions, results, and teaching condition; (e) the actions and teaching condition; (f) the results-only condition; (g) the results and teaching condition; and
(h) the teaching-only condition. Error bars represent !1 SEM. The diagrams to the right of the graphs illustrate the experimental setup in each
condition.
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Caldwell, C. A., and Millen, A. E. (2009). Social learning mechanisms and cumulative cultural evolution: Is imitation necessary? Psychological Science, 20, 1478-1483.



Co-evolution of technology, teaching and language (?)

“our data imply that Oldowan tool making would have created a continuous selective 
gradient leading from observational learning to much more complex verbal teaching. This 
process need not have taken place entirely within the Oldowan, but was probably already 
underway during the Oldowan and likely continued well after, as Oldowan tools continued 
to be made for hundreds of thousands of years beyond the Oldowan time period. 
Furthermore, assuming that the transmission of more complex technologies also benefits 
from more complex means of communication, later technologies would have reinforced 
the gene-culture co-evolutionary dynamic. Such a process could have lasted for millions of 
years (and may be ongoing), with more complex communication allowing the stable and 
rapid transmission of increasingly complex technologies, which in turn generate selection 
for even more complex communication and cognition, and so forth. Although this places 
little necessary constraint on when teaching and language may have evolved, our central 
contribution is to provide evidence that Oldowan tools, produced by hominins since at least 
2.5 mya, were involved in this dynamic.” (Morgan et al., 2015)

Morgan, T. J. H., et al., (2015). Experimental evidence for the co-evolution of hominin tool-making teaching and language. Nature Communications, 6, 6029.



Co-evolution of technology, social learning, and 
language: some scenarios

Tools / technologies

Social learning capacities 

(including language)
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Summary of last week

• Human evolution
– Bushy, not linear
– Rapid evolution of brain size
– Evolution of technology, The Great Leap Forward

• Social learning, tool use, and language
– High-fidelity social learning required to sustain tool use
– Drove the evolution of language?
– Drove selection for social learning in general (reappropriated for 

language)?



Evolution of speech: the vocal apparatus 
(Fitch chapter 8)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-aEN2xHBCc

The human articulators at work



The descended larynx and the two-chamber vocal tractReview F i t c h  –  E v o l u t i o n  o f  s p e e c h
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Peripheral differences: formants, speech and the descent
of the larynx
Although one can argue that the evolution of language was
independent of communicative mechanisms10, the evolu-
tion of speech was closely tied to mechanisms of sound pro-
duction and perception9,11. Thus, the study of our species-
typical communication system inevitably requires a basic
knowledge of speech acoustics (see Box 1) and anatomy.
This is especially true because the most obvious speech-
related difference between humans and other mammals
concerns the structure of the human vocal tract.

The study of the evolution of speech took off in the late
1960s, after major breakthroughs in the understanding of
speech acoustics and perception12–14. A crucial first step was
the recognition of the central importance of vocal tract res-
onances, or formants, in human speech. Formants function
as bandpass filters, taking whatever sound emanates from
the larynx, and shaping its spectrum into a series of peaks
and valleys. All mammals that have been studied produce
sounds in essentially the same way, using similar larynges
and vocal anatomy, and all have vocal tracts with formants.
However, humans make unusually heavy use of formants:
they are the single most important acoustic parameter in
human speech. This is clearly illustrated by whispered
speech, in which the larynx generates broadband noise
(with no vibration), but vocal tract movements are nor-
mal15. Whispered speech has no pitch, but is still clearly in-
telligible, because the formants are still present and normal.
Another example is sinewave speech, a type of synthesized
‘speech’ that eliminates all acoustic cues except formant fre-
quencies16. Although such signals sound like strange noises,

the linguistic message is nonetheless clearly intelligible to
most people. The recognition of the central importance
of formants paved the way for breakthroughs in speech 
science, and insights into the evolution of speech.

A central puzzle in the evolution of speech revolves
around the fact that human vocal tract anatomy differs from
other primates. Figure 1 shows midsagittal sections through
the heads of an orangutan, a chimpanzee and a human ob-
tained using MRI. It is evident that the human larynx rests
much lower in the throat than in the apes. Indeed, in most
mammals, the larynx is located high enough in the throat to
be engaged into the nasal passages, enabling simultaneous
breathing and swallowing17. This is also the case in human
infants, who can suckle (orally) and breathe (nasally) simul-
taneously. During human ontogeny, starting at about three
months of age, the larynx begins a slow descent to its lower
adult position, which it reaches after three to four years18.
A second, smaller descent occurs in human males at pu-
berty19,20. A similar ‘descent of the larynx’ must have 
occurred over the course of human evolution.

Nineteenth-century anatomists were aware of the
uniqueness of the human vocal tract, but the acoustic signifi-
cance of this configuration was not recognized until the
1960s, when speech scientist Lieberman and colleagues real-
ized that the lowered larynx allows humans to produce a
much wider range of formant patterns than other mam-
mals21. The change in larynx position greatly expands our
phonetic repertoire, because the human tongue can now
move both vertically and horizontally within the vocal tract.
By varying the area of the oral and pharyngeal tubes inde-
pendently, we can create a wide variety of vocal tract shapes

Fig. 1. Comparison of orangutan, chimpanzee and human vocal anatomy (a–c, respectively). Red indicates the tongue body,
yellow the larynx and blue the air sacs (apes only). Note the longer oral cavity and much lower larynx in the humans (c), with concomi-
tant distortion of tongue shape compared with orangutans (a) and chimpanzees (b). These differences allow a much greater range of
sounds to be produced by humans, which would have been significant in the evolution of speech. Ape MRIs kindly provided by Sugio
Hayama and Kiyoshi Honda.
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Fitch, W. T. (2000). The evolution of speech: a comparative 
review. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 4, 258-267. 



Fitch, W.T. and D. Reby, The descended larynx is not uniquely human. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 268, 1669-1675



And a monkey vocal tract is probably good enough

Fitch, W. T., De Boer, B., Mathur, N., & Ghazanfar, A. A.  (2016). 
Monkey vocal tracts are speech-ready. Science Advances, 2, e1600723. 



Breathing control
“[M]odern humans and Neanderthals have an 

expanded thoracic vertebral canal compared 

with australopithecines and Homo ergaster,
who had canals of the same relative size as 

extant nonhuman primates.   … [T]here was an 

increase in thoracic innervation during human 

evolution. Possible explanations for this 

increase include postural control for 

bipedalism, increased difficulty of parturition, 

respiration for endurance running, an aquatic 

phase, and choking avoidance. These can all 

be ruled out, either because of their 

evolutionary timing, or because they are 

insufficiently demanding neurologically. The 

remaining possible functional cause is 

increased control of breathing for speech.”
• Date: 1.6M to 100k years ago MacLarnon, A. &  Hewitt, G. (1999). The evolution of human speech: the role of 

enhanced breathing control. American Journal of Physical Anthropology, 109, 341–363. 



Air sacs



Air sacs

De Boer, B. (2012). Loss of air sacs improved hominin speech 
abilities. Journal of Human Evolution, 62, 1–6.



Air sac evolution

Cause of the loss of air sacs?

• Descended larynx as an alternative 

mechanism for size exageration?

• Pressure for reliable production of 

distinctive signals? 

Fitch 2010, p. 334



The acoustic effects of air sacs

You sound bigger

Sound travels better in 
dense forests

But potential loss of 
distinctiveness?

De Boer, B. (2012). Loss of air sacs improved hominin speech 
abilities. Journal of Human Evolution, 62, 1–6.



De Boer, B. (2012). Loss of air sacs improved hominin speech 
abilities. Journal of Human Evolution, 62, 1–6.



Evolution of speech: vocal learning
(Fitch chapter 9)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-aEN2xHBCc

Complex vocal imitation



Complex vocal imitation in non-humans 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjE0Kdfos4Y

Ridgwaye, S., Carder, D., Jeffries, M., & Todd, M. (2012). 
Spontaneous human speech mimicry by a cetacean. Current 
Biology, 22, R860-R861.

Rawls, K, Fiorelli, P, & Gish, S. (1985). Vocalizations and 
vocal mimicry in captive harbor seals, Phoca vitulina. 
Canadian Journal of Zoology, 63, 1050-1056. 



The neural basis of vocal learning in humans
9.4 Neural mechanisms underlying complex vocal imitation 351
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Figure 9.2 The Kuypers/Jürgens hypothesis of speech motor control – Direct
connections between cortex and vocal motor neurons are hypothesized to underlie
speech motor control in humans. On the left, the indirect connections from lateral
motor cortex to brainstem interneurons are shown. These are typical of most
mammals. Cortical neurons make no direct connections to the actual motorneurons
that control the muscles of the tongue and larynx. In addition to such indirect
connection, primates add direct connections from cortex to the motor neurons
controlling the tongue, jaw, and lips (right top). Only humans, among primates,
possess direct connections to the laryngeal motor neurons that control the muscles of
the larynx (right bottom).

Broca’s area is the inferior lateral portion of the premotor cortex, usually
considered to encompass Brodmann’s cytoarchitectonically defined areas
BA44 and BA45. It lies just in front of the portion of the motor cortex
that controls the face, jaw, and tongue (and which happens to lie just
beneath the neurons controlling the hands and fingers). This region is thus,
unsurprisingly, involved in the motor control of chewing and swallowing
in mammals. More interestingly, it is implicated in the voluntary control
of vocal production in humans, but lesion studies reveal no corresponding
function in monkey vocalizations (Jürgens, 2002). Finally, some interpreters
of endocasts of fossil hominids have suggested that this region has been a
target of expansion during hominid evolution, starting at Homo habilis
(e.g. Tobias, 1987). For all of these reasons, neural changes in the general
region of Broca’s area have been seen by many commentators as critical in
the evolution of human vocal motor control. This view of Broca’s area is
consistent with the results of numerous imaging studies of vocal production,
and the view of Broca himself, who saw it as the area controlling linguistic
production only. However, Broca’s region has also been implicated in both
the production and comprehension of various aspects of syntax (Caramazza

Downloaded from Cambridge Books Online by IP 129.215.4.108 on Sun Oct 18 08:53:35 BST 2015.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511817779.010

Cambridge Books Online © Cambridge University Press, 2015



FOXP2: a gene involved in speech and language

Phenotype: verbal dyspraxia, 
non-verbal deficits in fine motor 
control

Spotted from KE family pedigree

FOXP2 regulates expression of ≈ 
400 other genes, some of which 
must be involved in language 
function 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fg2rLOkoL9Q



Role of FOXP2 in other species

Zebra finches with selective knock-down of 
FOXP2 show impaired song learning

Heterozygote mice with KE-type mutated 
FOXP2 show delayed motor skill learning

Fisher,  S. E, & Scharff, C. (2009). FOXP2 as a molecular window into speech and language. Trends in Genetics, 25, 166-177.



Evolution of FOXP2

Enard, W., et al. (2002). Molecular evolution of FOXP2, a gene involved in speech and language. Nature, 418, 869-872.



Functions of vocal learning?
Complexity?
• Create elaborate repertoire: complexity as an 

end in itself

Index of group membership?
• Password hypothesis

• Dialects and accents, and early learning

Pair / group bonding?
• Duetting birds

• Functions of music?

Fitch, W. T. (2000). The evolution of speech: a comparative 
review. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 4, 258-267. 



Grammar learning in non-humans



S → NP VP VP’(NP’)
NP → Npr N’pr
Npr → Fido fido’
Npr → Tiddles tiddles’
VP → V NP V’(NP’)
V → chased λx [λy [(chase’(x,y)]] 

Reminder: Language’s communicative power comes 
from its structure

Compositionality: the meaning of an expression is a function of 
the meaning of its parts and the way in which they are combined

Fido chased Tiddles

S
chase’(fido’,tiddles’)

NP
tiddles’

Npr
fido’

NP
fido’

VP
λx[chase’(x,tiddles’)]

V
chase’



Artificial Grammar Learning in non-humans

Wilson, B., Slater, H., Kikuchi, Y., Milne, A., Marslen-Wilson, W., Smith, K., & Petkov, C. (2013). Auditory 
artificial grammar learning in macaque and marmoset monkeys. Journal of Neuroscience, 33, 18825-18835.

For review see e.g. Petkov, C. I., & Ten Cate, C. (2020). Structured Sequence Learning: Animal Abilities, 
Cognitive Operations, and Language Evolution. Topics in Cognitive Science, 12, 828– 842. 



Wilson, B., Slater, H., Kikuchi, Y., Milne, A., Marslen-Wilson, W., Smith, K., & Petkov, C. (2013). Auditory 
artificial grammar learning in macaque and marmoset monkeys. Journal of Neuroscience, 33, 18825-18835.



Non-adjacent dependency learning 

Watson, S. K., Burkart, J. M., Schapiro, S. J., Lambeth, S. P., Mueller, J. L., & Townsend, S. W. (2020). 
Nonadjacent dependency processing in monkeys, apes, and humans. Science Advances, 6, eabb0725.



Familiarisation

sequence

Generalization

sequence

Violation
sequence Watson, S. K., Burkart, J. M., Schapiro, S. J., Lambeth, S. P., Mueller, J. L., & Townsend, S. W. (2020). 

Nonadjacent dependency processing in monkeys, apes, and humans. Science Advances, 6, eabb0725.



How about learning of meaningful sequences?
234 J.W. Pilley / Learning and Motivation 44 (2013) 229– 240

Fig. 1. This photograph displays the scenario for testing multiple and familiar objects. The confederate is on the couch with Chaser close by. Four objects
are  on the floor.

was provided an instruction sheet describing the names of objects on each trial and the precise command sequence of events
for each trial. I, John Pilley, operated the camcorder and identified for the video the names of objects on each trial during
the testing trials. The testing confederate was out of the room during the identification of objects. On a later occasion, three
Wofford College students viewed the video and independently evaluated the accuracy of Chaser’s responses, as well as the
possible intrusion of unintended visual cues emitted by myself, John Pilley, video recorder.

Sixteen objects were randomly selected from the 100 objects that had been used during syntax training. Each selected
object was arbitrarily assigned a number between 1 and 16. Each number was written upon a small slip of paper and placed
in a small basket. Numbers were randomly retrieved from the basket in pairs and each pair was  successively assigned a
trial number, one through eight. A coin was tossed for each of the eight pairs in order to randomly assign initial direct or
prepositional object status in the test sentence. The physical positions of each article were not changed from one trial to
another. The “a” trial for each pair of objects represented the first trial of testing for a particular pair of objects. On the “b”
trial, the positions of the paired objects were altered in the syntax command sentence, thereby testing Chaser’s semantic
understanding of the sentence. In order to control for a possible physical position preference (choosing objects on her left
side as opposing to choosing objects on her right side), pairs of objects were counter balanced over the 16 trials (Fig. 1).

Testing was carried out in our carpeted living room. For each trial, two  prepositional and two  direct objects were placed
on the floor at a distance of 1.8 m from the camera. The two prepositional and two direct articles were placed 1.2 m apart
and were parallel to the couch. Both the two prepositional objects and the two direct object items were placed 2.5 cm from
one another. The testing confederate sat on a couch a distance of 3.6 m from the camera. The testing confederate was given
an instruction sheet describing the names of objects on each trial and the precise command sequence of events for each
trial. Commands were issued when Chaser was facing toward the objects and away from the tester. Immediately after each
trial, the camcorder was turned off and Chaser was taken by the tester to a bedroom down the hall for brief play. At the
same time, a second confederate rearranged objects or placed new objects upon the floor for the next trial. While the testing
confederate was out of the room, the camcorder was turned back on in order to identify the names of the objects for the
next trial. The camcorder was turned off until the tester confederate returned with Chaser, at which time the camcorder
was turned back on for the next trial. The entire testing session was video taped. On a later occasion, three Wofford College
students viewed the film and independently evaluated the accuracy of Chaser’s responses, as well as the possible intrusion
of unintended visual cues emitted by myself, John Pilley, as operator of the camcorder.

Results – findings when objects were familiar and multiple

Table 1 identifies for each of the 16 trials: (a) the precise sequence of the syntax command, (b) the names and positions of
each of the prepositional and direct objects in the syntax command sentence, and (c) the correct or incorrect responses for the
direct object and the prepositional object. Note that on each trial, there were always two  prepositional and two direct objects
available for selection. For each trial, the sequence of the syntax command sentence always began with the preposition “TO”.
For each trial, the correct response was always taking the correct direct object named in the syntax sentence to the correct
prepositional object named in the syntax sentence. Chaser was  tested twice for each pair of objects. For example, on trial 1a,
sugar was the indirect object and decoy was the direct object. However, on trial 1b, sugar was the direct object and decoy
was the indirect object. Thus, the roles of the objects were reversed, thereby testing Chaser’s semantic understanding of the
sentence. All objects were familiar in that they were used during syntax training.

“to sugar take decoy”

“to decoy take sugar”

Pilley,  J. W. (2013). Border collie comprehends sentences 
containing a prepositional object, verb, and direct object. 
Learning and Motivation, 44, 229-240. 

“ball fetch”

“stick point”

Ramos, D., & Ades, C. (2012). Two-item sentence comprehension 
by a dog (Canis familiaris). PLoS ONE, 7, e29689.



Savage-Rumbaugh, E. S., Murphy, J., Sevcik, R., Brakke, K., Williams, S., Rumbaugh, D., & Bates, E. (1993). Language 

comprehension in ape and child. Monographs of the Society for Research in Child Development, 58, 1–252.



Perhaps a deficit for hierarchy?

• Could just be ‘semantic soup’ plus smart interpretation?
– Cut the onions with your knife
– Put the pine needles in the refrigerator

• But he can handle reversible events (cf. also Chaser)
– Put the tomato in the oil
– Put some oil in the tomato [Kanzi pours oil in a bowl with the tomato]

• But no strong evidence for hierarchy
– Give the water and the doggie to Rose. [Gives dog only]
– Give the lighter and the shoe to Rose. [Gives lighter only] 
– Give me the milk and the lighter [Responds correctly]

Truswell, R. (2017). Dendrophobia in bonobo comprehension of 
spoken English. Mind and Language, 32, 395-415.



Puzzling failures in (most) baboons

Medam, T., & Fagot, J. (2016). Behavioral assessment of combinatorial semantics in baboons (Papio
papio). Behavior Processes, 123, 54-62.
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Fig. 1. Training and testing procedure of Experiment 1.

1996). The shape and color labels were presented side by side (two
pixels separated their inner borders) with the shape label shown
on the left side. The nine objects were drawn from three differ-
ent shapes (parallelogram, triangle and arc) combined with three
different colors (orange, green and violet). To control perceptual
saliencies, these objects had identical saturation and brightness
levels. All stimuli were drawn on a black background.

2.1.4. General procedure
The general procedure of the training and test trials is illustrated

in Fig. 1. A trial started when the baboon introduced one hand
through a hand port for self-identification. This action triggered
the presentation of the trial assigned to this subject. A compound
label then appeared in the bottom central part of the screen. The
compound label conveyed a “meaning”: it was composed by one
shape and one color label which conjunction identified the target
object to be selected in the trial. As a paradigmatic example, if one
of the two unitary labels refers to the orange color and the other
refers to the triangular shape, consideration of these two  labels
indicated that the match object should be an orange triangle. When
the baboon touched this compound label, it disappeared and was
immediately replaced by two objects on the horizontal median axis
of the screen (one on the left, one on the right). One of these two
objects was the correct match stimulus, the other one was  the foil
stimulus. The left–right location of these objects on the screen was
counterbalanced. Touching the matching object cleared the screen
and delivered a food reward (a drop of dry wheat). Touching the
incorrect alternative triggered a 3 s time-out indicated by a green
screen. A maximum of 3 s was allowed for the baboon to respond.
The inter-trial interval was  set to 3 s minimum, but this interval
could be longer as it depended on the subject’s willingness to initi-
ate the next trial. The accuracy of the response (correct or incorrect)
served as the main dependent variable.

2.1.5. Training procedure
Training only used six of the nine compound labels and their

corresponding six objects. To build the six compound labels, every
single shape label was combined with only two of the three possible
colors labels, and every color label was combined with only two
of the three different shape labels. Training sessions consisted of
120 randomized trials with a balanced design. The six compound
labels appeared as often (N = 20) within a training session, and each
object appeared equally often as the match object and foil object.
The match was drawn with both the shape and color designated by
the compound label. Training trials were of three different types:
in type S (i.e., Shape) trials, the match and foil objects had different
shapes drawn with the same color. Because the color was  not a
discriminative cue, the baboons had to pay attention to the shape
for a correct identification of the match. In type C (i.e., color) trials,

the match and foil object had identical shape which color varied,
implying matching responses based on color cues. Finally, in type SC
trials, the match and the foil objects shared neither their shape nor
their color, and the baboons could base their matching response on
both cues. Training sessions were repeated in a randomized order
until the baboons performed 80% correct or higher within a session.

2.1.6. Test procedure
Each baboon received a unique 1728-trial test session compris-

ing 1560 baseline trials intermixed with 168 test trials. The baseline
trials used the same procedure as in training: They employed the six
compound labels of the training set, and the three different kinds
of trials (S, C and SC trials) of the training sessions. The test trials
made use of the three compound labels never seen during train-
ing. Three types of test trials were presented during testing. The
first two types (i.e., M−/F+ and M−/F−) were probe trials, because
they used new object as matching stimuli. The M−/F+ probe tri-
als (N = 72) employed one of the three novel objects as the match
object, and one of the six already known objects (i.e., learned dur-
ing training) as foil objects. M−/F+ trials aimed to test the baboons’
ability to properly interpret new compounds labels, when the novel
match contrasted with familiar objects already used in training.
M−/F+ probe trials included S, C and SC trials (24 trials each). The
second type of probe trials, called M−/F−,  used combinations of
novel match and novel foil objects never presented during training.
Because all new match and foil objects had to differ from each other
both in color and in shape, we were unable to present S and C ver-
sions of these trials, due to the restricted number of color and shape
labels acquired during training. The M−/F− probe trials (N = 24)
were thus only SC trials. The last type of test trials (M+/F−)  served
as control trials. It used one of the objects already presented during
training as the matching object, and one of the three novel objects
as the foil object. These trials (N = 72) aimed to ensure against a
novelty preference which could explain the results obtained in M−
probe trials. As in baseline and M−/F+ probe trials, M+/F− control
trials comprised S, C and SC trials.

2.2. Results

The baboons needed a considerable number of training trials
to reach the learning criterion (see Fig. 2) and learning required a
mean of 143 120-trial sessions on average (range 11,400–38,160
trials). A two-tailed paired samples t-test compared the perfor-
mance during the last three training sessions to the baseline
performance measured during the test session. Baseline per-
formance (M = 74.8%, SD = 0.02) did not decline significantly in
comparison to training (M = 76.2%, SD = 0.02, two-tailed paired
samples t-test, t(6) = 1.16, p = 0.29), and average baseline remained
largely above chance at the group level (one-sample two-tailed t-
test, t(6) = 31.05, p < 0.001), and for each individual as inferred from
Bonferroni corrected two-tailed binomial tests (all ps < 0.001). All
these findings indicate that the introduction of test trials within
the test session did not disrupt the baboons’ performance in reg-
ular (baseline) trials and therefore likely preserved the cognitive
strategy acquired during training.

The M+/F− trials served as control trials to ascertain that the
behavior observed in the probe (M−/F− and M−/F+) trials could not
be accounted for by a preference for the novel object. M+/F− control
trials revealed that the group performed significantly above chance
(72.2% correct, SD = 0.07, one-sample t-test, t(6) = 8. 26, p < 0.001), as
did all but one (Dream, p < 0.05) individuals (Bonferroni corrected
two-tailed binomial tests, all ps < 0.001), ruling out a preference for
the novel object which could have explained the performance in
probe trials.

The percentages of correct responses at the group and individ-
ual levels for all types of probe (i.e., M−/F− and M−/F+) trials are
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Fig. 2. Learning curves for each individual. Due to the very large number of training sessions, these data were grouped by blocks of 1200 trials, each block corresponding to
10  120-trial training sessions.

Table 1
Individual and group percentages of correct responses for all types (M−/F+ and
M−/F−  trials) of probe trials presented during the test, in which understanding
of  novel combinations of labels was required. Bold characters indicate significant
above-chance performance inferred at the individual level from Bonferroni cor-
rected two-tailed binomial tests (ps < 0.007), and at the group level from one-sample
two-tailed t tests (ps < 0.05). Italic characters indicate non-significant trends (p > 0.1).

Subject M−F+ M−F− Grand mean

C S SC Mean SC SC

ARIELLE 54.2 50.0 66.7 56.9 75.0 70.8
ATMOSPHERE 25.0 37.5 25.0 29.2 58.3 41.7
DORA 37.5 50.0 66.7 51.4 45.8 56.3
DREAM 62.5 66.7 62.5 63.9 58.3 60.4
EWINE 50.0 66.7 75.0 63.9 62.5 68.8
FANA 66.7 70.8 87.5 75.0 83.3 85.4
VIOLETTE 37.5 37.5 58.3 44.4 45.8 52.1
Mean 47.6 54.2 63.1 54.9 61.3 62.2
SD 15.0 14.0 19.3 15.0 14.0 13.2

reported in Table 1. The group performed 61.3% correct on average
in M−/F−  trials, which approached significance (p < 0.1), but indi-
vidual performance varied greatly and most baboons (Atmosphere,
Dora, Dream, Ewine and Violette) had a poor, below chance perfor-
mance in these trials. The M−/F+ probe trials provide additional
information on the baboons’ strategy. Mean performance in these
trials was at chance level on average for the group (i.e., 54.9% cor-
rect), as was the mean average performance in the SC trials (63.1%).
Noticeably, the baboons expressed their lowest performance dur-
ing the C and S trials, with an average of 47.6 % correct in C trials, and
54.2% in S trials. Such a poor performance suggests that the sharing
of a shape or color dimension between the matching object and the
foil confused the subjects and affected response accuracy.

The above results suggest that our baboons, as a group, failed
to understand novel combinations of known labels. Nonetheless,
more positive results were obtained for one subject, Fana, espe-
cially when considering SC trials. Fana performed 83.3% correct
(p < 0.005) in M−/F−  trials (see Table 1), suggesting that this sub-
ject could understand the meaning of labels presented in novel
combinations. In addition, Fana continued to perform above chance
on average in M−/F+ trials, all conditions combined (75% correct).

Therefore, for Fana, the presentation of known objects as foils did
not promote a preference for the foil object. In the M−/F+ trials,
Fana’s performance was  excellent in the SC trials, and largely above
chance (87.5%, p < 0.001). It was  however at chance level when the
match and foil objects shared one dimension in the S and C trials,
and this performance drop was  roughly of the same amplitude in
the S (66.7%) and C (70.8%) conditions, demonstrating that Fana did
not give priority to either the shape or color information in the task.
Moreover, Fana’s behavior in the probe (i.e., M−/F− and M−/F+)
trials cannot be accounted for by a preference for the novel object,
because Fana demonstrated above chance (95.8% correct, Bonfer-
roni corrected two-tailed binomial test, p < 0.001) in the SC trials of
the M+/F− condition. Fana’s performance dropped to 70% (p > 0.1)
and 50% (p > 0.1) in the S and C M+/F− trials, respectively, con-
firming our previous conclusion that the sharing of one dimension
between the match and the foil disrupted accuracy.

One limitation of the above analyses is that they were conducted
on data averaged across the test sessions, in a context in which the
novel objects and novel label combinations were repeated several
times during the test session. We  therefore analyzed Fana’s behav-
ior during the very first presentation of each object during the test
session. This analysis supported our conclusion regarding this sub-
ject. Fana correctly matched the novel label compounds with their
corresponding objects in all the first presentation trials in which the
three novel objects were presented as matching stimuli. The subject
was as well correct in the three trials in which these three novel
objects were presented for the first time as foils. Altogether, our
data provide consistent results suggesting that one baboon at least
(i.e., Fana) can correctly understand the meaning of novel combi-
nations of known labels, and correctly select the object designated
by these novel combinations of labels.

2.3. Discussion

During Experiment 1, the baboons were trained to combine pairs
of labels, comprising one shape and one color label, and to associate
these pairs to their corresponding objects on the screen. Learning
to criterion was effortful and required thousands of trials per ani-
mal. After training, we tested whether baboons could match novel

6 letters (3 for shapes, 3 for colours)

3 shapes, 3 colours



Summary on grammar learning

Artificial Grammar Learning suggests abilities to learn sequence 
constraints are present in other animals (including other primates)
• Grammars tested to date are quite simple
• Interpretation can be contentious
Language-trained animals can interpret complex expressions 
• But larger-N lab studies surprisingly scarce, and these tasks seem to 

be hard

Humans are not unique in our ability to process meaningful sequences
• But we may be uniquely proficient 



Next up

• Debate tutorial (Friday groups only)
– Spoken or gestural origins?

• Essay 1 (2nd March)

• Next lecture (6th March): the evolution of social cognition
– Sharing, theory of mind, intentionality


